Centre for the Study of Corruption

Corruption & Governance

MA in a day

A one-day intensive course on corruption fundamentals based on CSC's world-renowned Masters in Corruption & Governance, designed and delivered by the world's leading experts
Introduction

Companies, public organisations and professional firms employ an ever-increasing number of people whose role involves ABC (anti-bribery and corruption) design, response or compliance. However, even the most experienced professionals in this field have often learned 'on the job', and lack a fundamental background in the history, theory and practice of corruption, corruption measurement and anti-corruption approaches. Moreover, in a fast-moving field, it can be hard to keep on top of the latest research, trends and new tools.

About this course

This intensive course has been designed for those who are unable to take the time out to do a full Masters, but would benefit from having a more in-depth understanding of corruption. It takes the core modules of the CSC Masters course and condenses them into a single intensive day, delivered by CSC’s world-renowned faculty. The CPD course is a university-level introduction suitable for professionals at any level who want to underpin their own experience with a theoretical and academic background.

About the Centre for the Study of Corruption

The Centre for the Study of Corruption (CSC) runs the world’s leading Masters programme in Governance and Corruption, providing a year-long basic training for students who go on to run anti-corruption agencies, corporate compliance departments and the anti-corruption functions in international organisations.

CSC is widely recognised for combining world-class academic approaches and research with the practical experience of how corruption can be addressed in the real world.
Cost
over 1 day £8,000
+ VAT if applicable
over 2 days £12,000
+ VAT if applicable

Notes on costs
• Courses allow for a maximum of eight participants to ensure that sessions can be fully participatory.
• Costs are for courses delivered in-house, with the company providing meeting room and any required catering. Companies may also wish to arrange a venue off-site, and would likewise cover all relevant costs.
• Tailored courses can also be designed and delivered at extra cost
• Ex-UK courses can be delivered overseas with additional cost for travel plus travelling time.

What the course gives you
• understanding of the global landscape - who is doing what about corruption around the world
• insight into global anti-corruption trends, how they affect organisations and what responses work in practice
• theoretical understanding of what corruption is, how it operates and how it is measured
• awareness of the latest research into what works in the anti-corruption field and emerging tools to support compliance.

What the course does not give you
• training in compliance procedures
• training in how to deal with demands for bribes
• detailed analysis of anti-corruption legislation.
Senior Faculty

Professor Elizabeth David-Barrett
Title: Director, Centre for the Study of Corruption
Biography: Former journalist for Economist and FT; extensive international experience, notably Africa; adviser to UK government; globally-recognised expert on good governance and political corruption.

Specialist areas:
- Corruption in politics
- Corruption in transition & developing countries
- Corruption in business
- Corruption in public procurement
- Ethics and good governance

Professor Dan Hough
Title: Head of Politics Department
Biography: Internationally renowned corruption expert and author; founded CSC in 2011; extensive overseas experience in Europe and Asia.

Specialist areas:
- Corruption in Sport - especially cricket, Olympics, football-FIFA-world cup
- Corruption in Germany
- Corruption in China
- Successful and unsuccessful anti-corruption strategies
- Measuring corruption

Professor Robert Barrington
Title: Professor of Anti-Corruption Practice
Biography: Worked in the City before becoming head of anti-corruption NGO Transparency International; joined CSC in 2019; UK government advisor; led the UK campaigns to secure the Bribery Act and Unexplained Wealth Orders.

Specialist areas
- Corruption in the UK
- Corruption in business
- Global anti-corruption networks
- Global corruption trends
- Global laundering of proceeds of corruption
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